
Jonatan questions. February, Monday 22

line 23: why do we include the phi → K + K− decay? Unless I have missed
something, it doesn’t appear in any channel.
answer: The analysis of the Bs− > J/ψφ(K+K−) channel is described in AN-
2015-179, and it will be reviewed separately, so we do not include it in our AN.

line 24: does Bs decay to J/psi f0(980)?
answer:Originally that was the idea, however the group suggested to called in
general Bs → J/ψππ because under the f0 we may have other sources of Bs. So
we say Bs → J/ψππ and especify the mass window used in the analysis.

line 25: recostructed −→ reconstructed. done

line 34: corresponds −→ correspond. done

line 53: I didn’t have the chance to yet look at all the AN. Can anyone point
me to the analysis trigger table?
answer: There is not a trigger table for the analysis. The triggers used have
been optimised for the detection of the B hadrons decaying to a J/ψ, in gen-
eral called “X Jpsi Displaced Y” triggers. For example HLT-DoubleMu4-Jpsi-
Displaced-[V9-V12], etc.

line 57: why |eta| < 2.2 and not 2.4?
line 61: what’s the reason behind the cut/definition of pointing angle alpha?
answer: Because both cuts are part of the triggers.

line 68: combining a −→ combining done

general: how well does CMS distinguish kaons and pions? is it relevant? Sorry
if the question is naive.
answer: It is relevant, but in the kinematical region of the tracks used in the
analysis CMS cannot distinguish between kaons and pions (no PID at CMS).
Then, we have to deal with more background (compared to LHCb data), either
vetoing or characterizing all these additional background components in the fits.

line 90: why not chi2/NDF? It appears to me as a more common cut, and
easier to ”read”.
answer: In the B physics papers usually it is the vertex fit probability what is
quoted. We can change to that if you want.

equation (6): shouldn’t it be Mb(mj; c) instead of Mb(mj; p)?
answer: Yes, we will fixed.

line 158: remove lonely ”)” done
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line 159: BB can accurately −→ BB can be accurately done

line 176: in order estimate −→ in order to estimate done

line 228: as an term −→ as a term done

line 235: which are the different options and why would they lead to slightly
different lifetime results?
answer: As mentioned in the AN, you can take the PV without the Beam Spot
(BS) constrain, or the PV with the BS constrain, or directly the BS like the PV,
the best PV based on a pointing angle, etc. All these assumption and differences
are well documented in Appendix A of the AN. For the PAS we can include a
brief text to list the different options if you think this will be helpful.

line 265: why not using the B+ measured mass in the nominal analysis?
answer: It is common in the lifetime analyses to use the WA of the mass because
you reduce the smearing effect due to the mass that enter in the time of flight
definition. So, the analysis is simpler using the PDG mass. However, we tested
what happens if the measured mass is used, to include this as a systematic un-
certainty, and found it to be negligible.

table 1: does it help adding, for each systematic uncertainty, a %?
answer: We could if you insist.

general: how about adding the signal and background yields for each chan-
nel?
answer: The likelihood fits are not extended in general, so we did not obtain
these numbers directly (they are not relevant to obtain the lifetimes). But these
numbers can be included in the PAS.

line 308: which results are at the world-average precision? Might be useful
to mention explicitly.
answer: We think it is not necessary to mention that explicitly in the text, it
can be easily deducted by comparing our values with the WA. If you insist we
can do it.

general: how about adding a figure comparing our results with the world-average
and/or theoretical predictions?
answer: OK, we can do it.

A naive question to finish: how is the PDL uncertainty determined? / Can
I see some PDL uncertainty figures?
answer: It is the error propagation of the PDL definition.
Figures are included in the AN (Figs. 31, 32, 33, and 34) for all decay channels.
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